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Abstract
A wide variety of use case templates supports different variants to link a use case with its associated requirements.
Regardless of the linking, a reader must process the related information simultaneously to understand them. Linking
variants are intended to cause a specific reading behavior in which a reader interrelates a use case and its associated
requirements. Due to the effort to create and maintain links, we investigated the impact of different linking variants
on the reading behavior in terms of visual effort and the intended way of interrelating both artifacts. We designed an
eye tracking study about reading a use case and requirements. We conducted the study twice each with 15 subjects
as a baseline experiment and as a repetition. The results of the baseline experiment, its repetition, and their joint
analysis are consistent. All investigated linking variants cause comparable visual effort. In all cases, reading the
single artifacts one after the other is the most frequently occurring behavior. Only links embedded in the fields of a
use case description significantly increase the readers’ efforts to interrelate both artifacts. None of the investigated
linking variants impedes reading a use case and requirements. However, only the most detailed linking variant causes
readers to process related information simultaneously.
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1 Introduction: Linking Use Cases
Requirements specifications contain several artifact types
such as descriptions of interactions or system functions.
Gross and Doerr (2012a,b), as well as Ahrens et al. (2016),
found that different roles in software development, such as
architects and developers, focus on these descriptions when
reading a specification. Common notations to represent in
teractions and functionalities are fully dressed use cases and
natural language requirements (Fricker et al., 2015).
Fully dressed use case templates prescribe a number of
elements, such as trigger, precondition, basic sequence, or
extensions. Anda et al. (2001) compared the use of differ
ent guidelines for writing use cases, including use case tem
plates. They showed that templates are significantly more
useful to write highquality and easytounderstand use cases
than guidelines (Anda et al., 2001).
The original use case template by Jacobson (1993) con
sisted of natural language descriptions embedded in a table.
Coleman (1998) argued that this template was incomplete,
and the absence of a UML standard resulted in a wide vari
ety of use case templates since users were likely to invent
their own format. He proposed a UML compatible template
which was more complete and less ambiguous (Coleman,
1998). Thus, this template should be easier to use. Coleman
(1998) included a field for nonfunctional requirements since
use cases often involve additional information that does not
fit typical use case fields (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013). How
ever, the idea of attaching associated requirements to a use
case stimulated the proliferation of use case variants (Tiwari
and Gupta, 2015). Researchers and practitioners invented fur
ther formats to add any associated information that supports

a reader’s understanding or is valuable for a project (Cock
burn, 2001; Kruchten, 2004). However, there is no consensus
about how to relate a use case to its associated requirements
(Tiwari and Gupta, 2015).
The diverse use case templates share typical fields such
as title and basic sequence (Anda et al., 2001; Tiwari and
Gupta, 2015). Nevertheless, these templates also include
various linking variants referring to different associated in
formation such as functional (Alexander and Neil, 2005),
nonfunctional (Coleman, 1998), or special requirements
(Kruchten, 2004). Based on the literature, we identified three
widely used linking variants. Besides no linking (Jacobson,
1993; Schneider and Winters, 1998; Leite et al., 2000; Ket
tenis, 2007; Kulak and Guiney, 2012), templates mainly
include an additional field to list all associated require
ments (Coleman, 1998; Insfrán et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2003;
Kruchten, 2004; Zhou et al., 2014), or when using a require
ments management tool integrated links in typical fields re
fer to the associated requirements (Wiegers, 1999; Cockburn,
2001; Wiegers and Beatty, 2013).
The variants additional field and integrated links permit
traceability from a use case to its associated requirements.
Traceability is one of the key characteristics of excellent spec
ifications since it provides several benefits such as change im
pact analysis or supported document maintenance (Wiegers
and Beatty, 2013). The main purpose of both linking vari
ants is to highlight the interrelationships between a use case
and its associated requirements. Created links are intended
to cause a specific reading behavior. A reader should follow
the links to interrelate both artifacts in order to process them.
Hereafter, we refer to this specific reading behavior as the
intended way of interrelating both artifacts.
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Regardless of the particular linking variant, creating and
maintaining links is a challenging task that increases the de
velopment costs by the effort to accumulate and manage
the traceability information (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013). If
this information becomes obsolete, readers waste time due
to following wrong links. Therefore, defining and maintain
ing links is “an investment that increases the chances of de
livering a maintainable product that satisfies all the stated
customer requirements” (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013, p. 358).
According to Wiegers and Beatty (2013) as well as Robert
son and Robertson (2012), links are mainly realized by
adding the labels of the associated requirements to a use case.
These labels consist of unique and persistent identification
numbers (Wiegers and Beatty, 2013; Robertson and Robert
son, 2012). However, this kind of link is troublesome. Basir
ati et al. (2015) performed a case study to understand changes
in use cases. Their results showed that links based on identi
fication numbers are one specific source of risky, dispersed
changes (Basirati et al., 2015). “These types of numbered ref
erences are very hard to maintain and can easily lead to
wrong references” (Basirati et al., 2015, p. 360).
Due to the effort to create and maintain links, we investi
gate whether the three linking variants (no linking, additional
field, and integrated links) have an impact on the reading be
havior. We ask the following research question:
Research question:
How does the linking variant between a use case and its
associated requirements influence the reading behavior in
terms of visual effort and intended way of interrelating
both artifacts?

2

Research Approach

In the following, we present the research approach to inves
tigate the aforementioned research question. We explain the
details of the research process and its contribution.

2.1

Research Process

The research process is based on the multiplereplication
types approach by Gómez et al. (2014). In this way, we
follow a systematic approach to study the phenomenon
of the impact of linking variants on reading behavior in
software engineering experimentally.
In general, we developed an eye tracking study for a
betweensubjects experiment to compare the three previ
ously mentioned linking variants. Each linking variant was
applied to the same use case and requirements so that all used
materials differ only in the respective linking variant. Thus,
we could investigate whether the different linking variants
have an impact on how the subjects read the same materials
to process them. We used eye tracking since this technology
enables to capture and analyze the individual reading behav
ior of the subjects in detail. Based on the collected eye track
ing data, we investigated the visual effort and the reading
behavior of each subject for the particular linking variant.
We conducted the experiment twice, as a baseline experi
ment and as a repetition. As a first step, the baseline experi

ment is the initial implementation of the developed eye track
ing study. However, after just one experiment, we do not
know whether the observed results are a product of chance.
For this reason, the second step towards verifying the results
is to repeat the experiment (Gómez et al., 2014). In a repeti
tion, the same experimenters repeat the same experiment at
the same site, using the same protocol, with the same oper
ationalization, on a different sample of the same population.
The kind of replication of an experiment helps to determine
the natural variation of the observed results, i.e., the confi
dence interval within which the results are observed (Gómez
et al., 2014). Thus, a repetition can verify that the results are
not a chance product which increases the conclusion validity.
However, a single replication of an experiment does not rep
resent the end of the research process. Instead, the repetition
is the starting point of a learning process about the experi
mental conditions which may have an influence on the phe
nomenon under study and should be controlled (Gómez et al.,
2014). Future work requires further replications which are
progressively more different from the baseline experiment to
verify the results and increase their overall validity in terms
of external, internal, construct, and conclusion validity.

2.2

Contribution

First, this article is an extended version of our full research
paper (Karras et al., 2018) presented at the 22nd Evalua
tion and Assessment in Software Engineering Conference
(EASE2018). In our full research paper (Karras et al., 2018),
we published only the baseline experiment. In this article, we
report the baseline experiment (Karras et al., 2018), its repe
tition, the comparison of the results of both experiments, and
a joint analysis of both experiments.
In addition to the baseline experiment and its findings, we
replicated the exact same eye tracking study with 15 new
subjects to verify the experimental results and increase their
conclusion validity. In particular, we present the results of
the repetition, compare them with the results of the baseline
experiment, and highlight their consistent and inconsistent
findings. The joint analysis of both experiments resolved the
only inconsistent finding between the two experiments which
initially appeared to be a difference, but is actually within the
range of the natural random variation of the results. Based on
the findings of both experiments and their joint analysis, we
contribute the following insights:
(a) The baseline experiment, the repetition, and the joint
analysis show no significant difference in the visual ef
fort between the three linking variants. We measured
three metrics for visual effort based on the number of
fixations, the duration of fixations, and the duration of
fixations and saccades. All three metrics indicate that
all variants cause comparable visual effort.
(b) Both experiments and their joint analysis detect that
readers mostly read the single artifacts separately and
successively. Nevertheless, the results of both experi
ments show that especially integrated links have an im
pact on the reading behavior in terms of the intended
way of interrelating both artifacts. We analyzed the read
ing behavior based on scanpaths. Our analyses indicate
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that a reading behavior only includes interrelating both
artifacts in the case of visualized links. However, only
integrated links differ significantly from no linking re
garding this specific aspect of reading behavior.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 3 presents the
background and discusses related work. Section 4 describes
our research method. Section 5 reports the results of the base
line experiment, whereas section 6 accounts for the repetition
and its results. Section 7 compares the results of both exper
iments. Section 8 describes the threats to validity. In section
9, we discuss our findings. Section 10 concludes the paper.

3 Background and Related Work
3.1 Use Case Specification
Use cases are widely accepted and acknowledged for specify
ing interactions and functionalities (Tiwari and Gupta, 2015).
Tiwari and Gupta (2015) conducted a systematic literature re
view to examine the evolution of the use cases, i.a., regarding
their representation. The results of the literature study high
light the inherent variability of use cases templates. While Ti
wari and Gupta (2015) found 20 different use case templates
in their systematic literature review, we found six more use
case templates in our own literature review. In total, we iden
tified 26 different use case templates which evolved over the
years. In the following, we present a brief summary of the
evolution of these use case templates and their linking vari
ants for associated requirements.

burn, 2001; Insfrán et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2003; Araujo and
Coutinho, 2003; Paech and Kohler, 2004; Kruchten, 2004;
Haumer, 2004; Somé, 2006; Kettenis, 2007; ElAttar and
Miller, 2009). In recent years, the formalism of use case tem
plates has been further increased by using more constrained
forms of modeling languages and breaking up event flows to
enable the automated generation of software artifacts such as
class or sequence diagrams (Kulak and Guiney, 2012; Tiwari
et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2013; Misbhauddin and Alshayeb,
2015; Zhou et al., 2014).
Although use case specifications have been largely ap
plied to various software development activities, a lot of
research has been conducted to improve the quality of use
case specifications for requirements documentation (Tiwari
and Gupta, 2015). Despite these efforts, there are still incon
sistencies on how to improve the quality of use case spec
ifications for requirements documentation. One of these in
consistencies is how to deal with associated requirements.
While some researchers (Jacobson, 1993; Bittner and Spence,
2003; Öuergaard, 2005) suggest not including requirements
in use cases to keep them clear and precise, other researchers
(Cockburn, 2001; Kruchten, 2004; Kettenis, 2007) consider
requirements an integral part of use cases. In particular,
these researchers (Cockburn, 2001; Kruchten, 2004; Kette
nis, 2007) emphasize that the linking between a use case
specification and its associated requirements is important to
support the reader’s understanding. However, there is no con
sensus about how to relate a use case specification to its as
sociated requirements (Tiwari and Gupta, 2015).
3.1.2 Linking Use Cases and Requirements

3.1.1 Use Case Templates
The 26 use case templates range from informal descriptions
in paragraphstyle text to formal keywordoriented templates.
This proliferation of use case templates illustrates consider
able effort and thoughts on the part of various researchers
and practitioners (Tiwari and Gupta, 2015).
Based on a simple paragraphstyle format (Jacobson,
1993), the first templates evolved by adding numbered main
and alternative event flows to improve the textual specifica
tion of use cases (Harwood, 1997; Coleman, 1998; Jaaksi,
1998; Mattingly and Rao, 1998; Schneider and Winters,
1998; Toro et al., 1999; Leite et al., 2000). Around the year
2000, several researchers started to increase the formalism
of use case templates by changing the paragraphstyle for
mat to a tabular/columnstyle format (Fleisch, 1999; Anda
et al., 2001; Kujala et al., 2001). In this context, the use of
specific keywords and the addition of associated information,
i.a., requirements, began to support a reader’s understand
ing and the automated generation of domain models (Cock
Use Case

Requirements

We analyzed the 26 use case templates and the correspond
ing literature regarding the linking variants between a use
case specification and its associated requirements. Based on
this analysis we identified three major linking variants: no
linking, additional field, and integrated links (see Figure 1).
No Linking. This variant does not consider any linking
between a use case and its associated requirements (see Fig
ure 1a). Seventeen use case templates do not provide any op
tion to perform linking between the use case specification
and its associated requirements (see Table 1). As a conse
quence, the two artifacts are not related to each other. A
reader must interrelate the two artifacts himself to process
and understand their interrelationships.
Additional Field. This variant provides an additional field
to link a use case and its associated requirements (see Fig
ure 1b). We identified nine use case templates that use
this linking variant (see Table 1). Besides the initial term
of “nonfunctional requirements” by Coleman (1998), sev
Use Case

Use Case
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(a) Linking Variant – No linking
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(b) Linking Variant – Additional field
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(c) Linking Variant – Integrated links

Figure 1. Three major linking variants between use cases and associated requirements
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Table 1. Three major linking variants between a use case and its associated requirements identified in the literature

Linking variant
No linking

Additional field
Integrated links

References
Jacobson (1993); Harwood (1997); Mattingly and Rao (1998); Schneider and Winters (1998); Toro
et al. (1999); Fleisch (1999); Leite et al. (2000); Cockburn (2001); Kujala et al. (2001); Anda et al.
(2001); Somé (2006); Kettenis (2007); ElAttar and Miller (2009); Kulak and Guiney (2012); Tiwari
et al. (2012); Yue et al. (2013); Misbhauddin and Alshayeb (2015)
Coleman (1998); Jaaksi (1998); Insfrán et al. (2002); Liu et al. (2003); Araujo and Coutinho (2003);
Kruchten (2004); Paech and Kohler (2004); Haumer (2004); Zhou et al. (2014)
Wiegers (1999); Cockburn (2001); Wiegers and Beatty (2013)

eral researchers used various other terms to label an addi
tional field such as “quality requirements”, “usability require
ments”, “special requirements”, or “feature requirement”.
All of these differently labeled fields serve the same pur
pose of adding the associated requirements to the respective
use case specification. As a result, the requirements are pre
sented in the context of the use case. However, the reader still
must interrelate the two artifacts himself since the reader only
knows which requirements are related to the entire use case,
but not to the individual use case fields in detail.
Integrated Links. This variant includes links to require
ments in typical use case fields (see Figure 1c). In the
corresponding literature, we found that this linking variant
is often realized by using a requirements management tool,
such as DOORS by IBM1 . Wiegers (1999) explains that
several requirements management tools support such a
detailed linking. According to Cockburn (2001), the use of
integrated links is a viable tool for use case specifications
since additional data descriptions, such as requirements,
are often complex and do not fit neatly into the use case
specification. For this reason, the application of integrated
links from the use case for example to a page containing the
associated requirements is a suitable solution (Cockburn,
2001; Wiegers and Beatty, 2013). As a consequence, the
requirements are directly associated with the respective
affected fields of the use case. In this way, a reader can
simply follow the link to process and understand the interre
lationships of the two artifacts.
Regardless of the particular linking variant, a reader must
interrelate a use case and its associated requirements to pro
cess and understand the related information simultaneously
(Sweller et al., 2011). However, the three variants cause a
different amount of effort to create and maintain links. There
fore, the question comes up whether all linking variants result
in a similar reading behavior.

3.2

Reading in Software Engineering

Reading software development artifacts is a primary task in
software engineering. Software reading is defined as the pro
cess by which a reader gets a sufficient understanding of
the information encoded in a software development artifact
to accomplish a particular task (Shull, 2002). The particu
lar task is related to the purpose of reading such as gain
ing knowledge, detecting defects, or implementing a design
(Zhu, 2016). There are various software reading techniques
1 https://www.ibm.com

to support a reader during his consideration of a software
development artifact. A software reading technique is a se
quence of steps for the individual analysis of a textual doc
ument to achieve the understanding needed for a particular
task. These steps are a set of instructions that guide a reader
on how to read a software development artifact, which areas
to focus on, and which problems to look for (Shull, 2002;
Zhu, 2016). Common reading techniques are adhoc reading
(Porter et al., 1995), checklistbased reading (Fagan, 2002),
defectbased reading (Porter et al., 1995), perspectivebased
reading (Basili et al., 1996), and usagebased reading (The
lin et al., 2001). These reading techniques are used in par
ticular for inspections of software development artifacts, e.g.
requirements specifications, which require efficient and ef
fective reading in order to detect defects.
Adhoc reading implies that a reader considers an artifact
based on his own skills and knowledge. There is no specific
method to guide a reader to understand the artifact. Therefore,
the effectiveness of adhoc reading strongly depends on the
individual reader (Porter et al., 1995). Checklistbased read
ing provides a checklist that a reader uses during the consid
eration of a software development artifact. Such a checklist
often consists of questions whose answers help a reader to
focus on specific details of an artifact (Fagan, 2002). Defect
based reading has the main idea of distributing different as
pects of an artifact to different readers. Thus, each reader
only focuses on specific aspects of an artifact while inspect
ing the whole document (Porter et al., 1995). Perspective
based reading utilizes different perspectives such as tester,
designer, or user to read a software development artifact.
The different perspectives help to reduce overlap of reading
by several readers since the different perspectives should fo
cus on specific details related to the respective perspective
(Basili et al., 1996). Usagebased reading focuses on the uti
lization of use cases to guide a reader during the consider
ation of an artifact. Thus, the respective document is read
from the user’s point of view which should support an ef
ficient understanding in terms of user needs (Thelin et al.,
2001). Besides all these reading techniques for single soft
ware development artifacts, Travassos et al. (1999) proposed
the traceabilitybased reading technique to read two related
software development artifacts. Traceabilitybased reading
focuses on the inspection of either the consistency of two de
sign documents or the correctness and completeness of one
design and one requirements document. This reading tech
nique does not consider the comparison of two linked require
ments artifacts such as fully dressed use cases and natural
language requirements.
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There is no final conclusion on which reading technique
is the best for inspecting a software development artifact.
On the one hand, some empirical investigations showed that
checklistbased reading, which is one of the most commonly
used reading techniques in the software industry (Berling
and Thelin, 2004), is not more efficient than adhoc reading.
As for defectbased reading, perspectivebased reading, and
usagebased reading, these investigations achieved slightly
better performance than checklistbased reading and adhoc
reading (Porter et al., 1995; Basili et al., 1996; Porter and
Votta, 1998; Thelin et al., 2003). On the other hand, Halling
et al. (2001) reported the opposite finding that checklist
based reading is better than perspectivebased reading. Sev
eral other studies also showed that the different reading tech
niques have no significant difference (Fusaro et al., 1997;
Miller et al., 1998; Sandahl et al., 1998).
Reading is primarily an individual effort (Zhu, 2016). This
explains the diverging results among the empirical studies. A
reader’s individual performance is more dominant than the
reading technique itself (Uwano et al., 2006). Hence, instead
of focusing on the applied reading technique itself, there is a
need for a better understanding of a reader’s individual read
ing behavior. The findings of our baseline experiment show
first promising insights that the individual reading behavior
can be influenced by the respective linking variant (Karras
et al., 2018). However, these insights are only based on one
experiment. For this reason, we do not know whether the ob
served results are a product of chance. Hence, we decided to
further investigate the impact of the three different linking
variants between a use case and its associated requirements.
For this purpose, we followed the systematic approach by
Gómez et al. (2014) by repeating the exact same experiment
with a different sample of the same population. On the one
hand, this procedure helps to verify that the results of the
baseline experiment are not a product of chance. On the other
hand, the repetition increases the sample size for a joint anal
ysis of the collected data to increase conclusion validity of
the findings. In particular, we kept the focus on the read
ing behavior of a respective reader. The individual way of
reading appears in a reader’s eye movements. An objective
way to capture these eye movements and thus to characterize
reading behavior is the use of eye tracking. Eye tracking is a
powerful technology that offers multiple objective metrics to
assess reading behavior in terms of visual effort and intended
way of interrelating both artifacts (Sharafi et al., 2015).

3.3 Eye Tracking in Software Engineering
Eye tracking technology became increasingly accepted for
empirical studies that analyze reading behavior (Sharafi et al.,
2015). Especially, the comparison of alternative designs and
layout representations was intensively investigated to under
stand comprehension tasks and reading behavior.
Yusuf et al. (2007) investigated the impact of several char
acteristics such as layout, color, and stereotypes on the com
prehension of UML class diagrams. Porras and Guéhéneuc
(2010) analyzed different UML presentations of design pat
terns with respect to developers’ comprehension. Sharif and
Maletic (2010) compared orthogonal and multiclustered rep
resentations of UML class diagrams. They investigated the

impact of different layouts on the comprehension of design
patterns by developers. Sharafi et al. (2013) focused on the
efficiency of graphical vs. textual representations of a spe
cific notation, called TROPOS, for modeling and presenting
software requirements. Santos et al. (2016) evaluated the ef
fect of layout guidelines for i* goal models on novice stake
holders’ ability to understand and review such models. Kar
ras et al. (2017b) compared the original task board design
with three customized ones. They investigated the impact of
the different design alternatives on developers’ work with
and comprehension of a task board. Bednarik and Tukiainen
(2006) proposed a visualization technique for source code.
They analyzed how developers use the different perspectives
of normal and visualized source code interchangeably. Bus
jahn et al. (2011) investigated the difference between reading
source code and natural text in an experiment. Sharafi et al.
(2012) compared different representation styles of source
code identifiers. They analyzed the recalling of the names
of identifiers by considering different strategies deployed by
men and women. Binkley et al. (2013) also focused on the
impact of identifier styles on the code comprehension of de
velopers. Romero et al. (2002) analyzed the use of different
representations by developers while performing debugging
tasks and the impact of these representations on the develop
ers’ performance. Romero et al. (2003) extended their previ
ous work by characterizing the developers’ strategies in de
bugging tasks based on the level of focus attention, represen
tation use, and reasoning strategy. Hejmady and Narayanan
(2012) also studied the effectiveness and role of different rep
resentations used during source code debugging. Ali et al.
(2012) applied eye tracking to understand how developers
verify links for requirements traceability. They identified and
ranked the preferred source code entities of developers to de
fine two weighting schemes to recover traceability links.
Sharafi et al. (2015) conducted a systematic literature
study on the usage of eye tracking in software engineering.
They identified 36 relevant papers (Sharafi et al., 2015). The
major three research topics of these 36 papers are code com
prehension (12 papers), model comprehension (10 papers),
and debugging (9 papers). Thus, the majority of studies used
source code and graphical models as objects of investigation.
Only two of the 36 papers included English texts as an ob
ject of investigation in their study (Sharafi et al., 2015). Al
though 95% of requirements documents are written in com
mon or structured natural language, e.g. templates or forms
(Mich et al., 2004), there are only a few eye tracking studies
which address the comprehension of such textual representa
tions so far. Ahrens et al. (2016) conducted an eye tracking
study to analyze how requirements specifications are read.
They identified similar patterns between paper and screen
based reading. The results contribute awareness by consid
ering the readers’ interests based on how they use a speci
fication. Gross and Doerr (2012a) performed an explorative
eye tracking study to investigate software architects’ infor
mation needs and expectations from a requirements specifi
cation. The results provide first insights into the relevance
of artifact types and their notational representations. Gross
and Doerr (2012b) extended their eye tracking study by an
alyzing information needs and expectations of usability ex
perts. Based on the findings, they introduced the idea of a
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viewbased requirements specification to fulfill the needs of
different roles in software development.
The number of eye tracking studies that focus on the inves
tigation of textual representations of requirements engineer
ing artifacts has been small. Eye tracking is mainly used to
compare design alternatives in order to investigate visual ef
fort and reading behavior. The use of eye tracking is ideal for
investigating the three different linking variants between a
use case and its associated requirements with respect to their
visual effort and intended way of interrelating both artifacts.

4

Research Method

We aligned our study by following the recommendations for
experimentation in software engineering by Wohlin et al.
(2012). Thus, we applied the goal definition template to en
sure that the important aspects of our experimental design
are welldefined. Table 2 presents the goal definition for our
eye tracking study.
Table 2. Goal definition

Object of study
Purpose
Quality focus
Perspective
Context

4.1

The three different linking variants be
tween a use case and its associated re
quirements
Evaluating their impact on the reading
behavior
Visual effort and intended way of inter
relating both artifacts
Developers
Using undergraduate and graduate stu
dents of computer science who need to
process both artifacts and their interre
lationships

Experimental Design

Based on our goal definition, we selected a design science
perspective resulting in a brainbased IT artifact evaluation.
Figure 2 illustrates the abstract and concretized process of
this evaluation approach by Riedl and Léger (2016).
This approach compares different design alternatives of
an artifact to investigate their effect on a subject’s behavior.
The approach is based on the assumption that each design
alternative causes a specific brain activity in terms of visual
effort and cognitive load. This brain activity is the mediator
which leads to a behavioral intention. This intention is the
antecedent of the concrete observable behavior of a subject.
In our experiment, we focus on three different design al
ternatives for linking a use case with its associated require
ments. We compare these alternatives each of which should
cause a specific brain activity. The resulting brain activity
should lead to the behavioral intention of switching between
a use case and the requirements. We can observe and analyze
the reading behavior of a subject by using eye tracking.
According to Sweller et al. (2011), cognitive load and vi
sual effort depend not only on the design but also on the con
tent. In this experiment, we are only interested in the impact

IT artifact

Brain activity
as mediator

Design
alternatives

Antecedents of IT
behavior

IT behavior

Interrelating
both artifacts
Concretization

Linking variants of a Visual effort Behavioral intention:
use case and
&
Attention switches
requirements:
Cognitive load between a use case
and requirements
1. No linking
2. Additional field
3. Integrated links

Observations:
1. Fixation count
2. Avg. fixation
duration
3. Dwell time
4. Scan-path

Figure 2. Brainbased IT artifact evaluation (Riedl and Léger, 2016)

of the different linking variants on reading behavior. For this
reason, we decided to use the same use case and requirements
for all subjects in order to exclude the effect of different con
tents. Therefore, we need a betweensubjects design with 3
groups each of which uses only one of the three linking vari
ants. A withinsubjects design is not suitable since the sub
jects would know the contents after the first linking variant.
Thus, they would have a learning effect for the other linking
variants which would distort the results of the experiment.

4.2

Hypotheses

Based on our research question (see section 1), we test the
following null hypotheses:
H10 : There is no significant difference in the reading behav
ior of developers in terms of visual effort between the
three linking variants while reading a use case and re
quirements to process both artifacts and their interrela
tionships.
H20 : There is no significant difference in the reading behav
ior of developers in terms of the intended way of interre
lating both artifacts between the three linking variants
while reading a use case and requirements to process
both artifacts and their interrelationships.
Each alternative hypothesis Hi1 , i ∈ {1, 2} claims that
the respective difference exists.

4.3

Material

We selected a specification of a software project that devel
oped a software to maintain students, lecturers, and lectures
of an institute of sinology at a different university. Specifi
cally, we used the use case “Enter a lecturer” and a subset of
22 requirements (11 functional and 11 quality requirements).
Five functional and 4 quality requirements were related to the
use case. The use case follows the onecolumn template of
Cockburn (2001, p. 121) with the 13 predefined fields. The
authors of the use case have added an additional field for the
links to the associated requirements. Based on this use case,
we created the other two linking variants containing only the
13 predefined fields. Thus, all subjects got materials with the
same content but different linking variants. Figure 3 shows
exemplary snippets of the linking variants additional field
(see Figure 3a) and integrated links (see Figure 3b) as well
as some of the requirements used (see Figure 3c). The links
are realized by the enumeration of the respective labels of the
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ID
Technology
Associated
requirements

None
[R101], [R103], [R107], [107.1], [R108], [R401], [R502], [R601],
[R602]

(a) Snippet of the use case description with an additional field

Guarantee
Case of
success
Trigger
Basic
sequence

The client system will not be affected. A consistent state of the
database will be guaranteed. [R602]
System saves the entered data of a lecturer in the databaseUser selects the function “Enter a lecturer”
1 User selects the function “Enter a lecturer”
2 System shows a window for entering the data
3 User enters the data [R107], [R107.1], [R108]
(b) Snippet of the use case description with integrated links

Requirements
Functional requirements
R101 The system shall provide the user with the ability to enter a lecturer.
R102 The system shall provide the user with the ability to delete a lecturer.
…
…
R107 The data set of a lecturer shall at least consist of surname, forename,
and gender.
R107.1 The data set of one lecturer should contain additionally the degree,
address, email address, phone number, consultation-hour, and room.
R108 The data element gender has the characteristic f for female or m for
male.
…
…
Integrity
R601 The system shall require a login with user name and password to
ensure that only authorized user access the data.
R602 The database shall be consistent all time.
(c) Snippet of used requirements

Figure 3. Exemplary snippets of the used materials

associated requirements (see Figure 3, yellow markers). The
variant no linking does not contain any links. We published
all materials (guide sheet, requirements, use cases, and col
lected data) online to enable further replications and increase
the transparency of our findings (Karras, 2021).
We created a PDF file consisting of two pages for each
linking variant. The first page contains the particular use case
and the second page contains the 22 requirements. We di
vided the use case and the requirements on separate pages
due to the fact that our eye tracking system does not support
scrolling and both artifacts on one page would have been un
readable. The eye tracking system gathers the data for each
page separately. This technical constraint does not impact the
determination of the visual effort. However, we needed to de
termine the scanpaths over both artifacts manually since our
eye tracking system can only calculate a scanpath for a sin
gle page and not for a whole PDF document.

4.4 Independent and Dependent Variables
Our independent variable is the applied linking variant with
three levels: no linking, additional field, and integrated links.
The dependent variables are the reading behavior in terms
of visual effort and the intended way of interrelating both ar
tifacts. We used three metrics for the visual effort: fixation
count, the average fixation duration, and the dwell time. Be
sides the frequently used metrics fixation count and average
fixation duration (Sharafi et al., 2015), we also decided to
consider the dwell time since this time is the sum of the du
rations of fixations and saccades representing actual reading
time due to eye movements.
For the intended way of interrelating both artifacts, we ap
plied scanpath analysis. We focused on attention switching
frequency between the use case and the requirements to de
scribe the efforts to interrelate the two artifacts. The metric
attention switching frequency is based on the idea that the
more frequently a subject switches between both artifacts,
the higher are his efforts to relate them (Sharafi et al., 2015).
We also applied sequential pattern mining (Ayres et al., 2002)
to identify frequent sequential patterns in the reading behav
ior. Table 3 summarizes all used metrics.
We gather the data about fixations, saccades, and scan
paths by using areas of interest (AOIs). An area of interest
is a relevant element in the material. We define each field of

Table 3. Overview of the applied metrics

Metrics for visual effort
Fixation count
Number of all fixations in AOI
Avg. fixation duration Avg. time of all fixations in AOI
Sum of durations from all fix
Dwell time
ations and saccades in AOI
Metrics for intended way of interrelating
Attention switching
Number of attention switches
frequency
between AOIs
Frequent sequential
Patterns of the frequent subse
patterns
quences within all scanpaths
a use case and each requirement as relevant and thus as an in
dividual AOI to get detailed information about the subjects’
reading behavior. In total, we have a set of 35 respectively
36 AOIs depending on the linking variant (see Table 4).
Table 4. Number of defined AOIs per linking variant

Linking variant
No linking
Additional field
Integrated links

Number of AOIs
Use case Requirements
13
22
14
13

Total
35
36
35

The mitigating variable that might impact the effect of
the independent variable on the dependent variables is the
level of knowledge of our subjects. A subject’s knowledge
and experience are crucial concerns in an eye tracking study
since they strongly influence the reading behavior and thus
eye tracking data in terms of visual effort and cognitive load
(Sweller et al., 2011). According to Sjøberg et al. (2002), the
variations among professionals are generally higher than the
variations among students due to a more varied educational
background, working experience, etc. For this reason, we de
cided to limit the context of our goal definition to undergrad
uate and graduate students of computer science for the first
experiments (see Table 2).

4.5 Subject Selection and Assignment
We used convenience sampling to select the subjects for our
eye tracking study. All our subjects were undergraduate and
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graduate students of computer science at Leibniz University
Hannover. Students are typical subjects in eye tracking stud
ies. According to the results of a systematic literature review
of eye tracking in software engineering (Sharafi et al., 2015),
25 out of 36 papers used students as subjects in their stud
ies. First of all, the main reasons for using students as sub
jects are “that they are more accessible and easier to or
ganize, and hiring them is generally inexpensive” (Sjøberg
et al., 2002, p. 4). Furthermore, in contrast to professionals,
students form a more homogeneous group since they have
a comparable knowledge and are generally not very expe
rienced. We checked these assumptions on knowledge and
experience made for the experimental design by means of a
questionnaire. A more homogeneous group reduces the ef
fects on the eye tracking data by different factors such as
knowledge, experience, and age (Sweller et al., 2011). As
a consequence, the observed effects in the experiment can
be clearly attributed to the linking variants. In several disci
plines, selfselected students are considered as an appropriate
subject pool for the study of social behavior (Exadaktylos
et al., 2013), although experiments with students are often
associated with a lack of realism (Sjøberg et al., 2002) and
reduced external validity (Höst et al., 2000; Runeson, 2003).
All subjects participated voluntarily. There was no finan
cial reward and thus little incentive to participate in our study
without being selfmotivated. We offered over 100 appoint
ments on different days and times for the experiment sessions
by using Doodle2 to increase the willingness to participate.
Thus, potential subjects could choose an individual appoint
ment that fitted in their dairy. We used several communica
tion channels to reach suitable subjects for the experiment.
The Doodle was distributed via announcements in different
computer science lectures, on our website, in an online forum
of the computer science students of our university, and in the
eLearning system of our university. As a consequence, the
order of the subjects was completely random. This random
order complicated the even distribution of the undergradu
ate and graduate students among the three groups. We tried
to ensure that undergraduate and graduate students were dis
tributed among the three groups as evenly as possible.

4.6

Experimental Setup

Figure 4 shows the setup for our experiment. We conducted
all experiment sessions in a small, quiet room. The eye
tracker (see Figure 4, 1) was placed below the 24inch screen
(see Figure 4, 2) with a resolution of 1920 × 1280 that was
used to show the use case and the requirements to the sub
jects. Each subject was seated approximately 60cm away
from the 24inch screen in a chair with armrests but with
out wheels to maintain the same seating position during the
whole session. The subject got a keyboard to navigate be
tween the use case and the requirements. The experimenter
sat on the left side of the subject with a 15inch laptop (see
Figure 4, 3) running the experimentation software. The ex
perimenter used the laptop to conduct the experiment and to
observe the subject. The 24inch screen, the keyboard, and
the eye tracker were connected to the laptop.
2 https://www.doodle.com

Figure 4. Setup – Eye tracker (1), 24inch screen (2), and laptop (3)

4.7

Eye Tracking System

We used the RED250mobile eye tracker of SensoMotoric In
struments (SMI)3 which supports fully automated image pro
cessing based on contactfree eye tracking and head move
ment compensation. It uses a binocular smart automatic
tracking mode with a sampling rate of 250Hz to capture in
formation such as fixations and saccades. The experiment
planning, capturing, and analysis was done with the software
provided by SMI. The Experiment Center software supports
the design, planning, and execution of an eye tracking exper
iment. The BeGaze software provides functions to visualize
and analyze the eye tracking data which can be exported in
CSV files for further statistical analysis.

4.8

Experimental Procedure

We refined the experimental procedure iteratively through
three rounds of pretests. In each pretest, a computer sci
ence researcher, who has been working in the software en
gineering group at Leibniz Universität Hannover for more
than three years, took part in the experimental procedure. Af
ter each pretest, we discussed how the procedure could be
improved. Below, we describe the final experimental pro
cedure which consists of four steps: an introduction, a pre
questionnaire, the eye tracking, and a postquestionnaire.
Before running the experiment, each subject got a short
introduction in which we briefly described the experimental
procedure and the eye tracking system, e.g., how it works
and which data is gathered. Afterward, the subject signed the
declaration of consent to participate in our study.
With the prequestionnaire, we gathered subjects’ informa
tion such as passed computer science lectures and the level
of knowledge about use cases. Based on the collected infor
mation, we were able to ensure that the subjects had the min
imum knowledge required to be suitable for our experiment.
The eye tracking started with an explanation of the task
of reading an excerpt from a specification. We provided a
guide sheet with a task and scenario description. Each subject
was put in the situation of being a developer in an ongoing
project who has to process the excerpt of the specification to
implement a use case. For each subject, we first calibrated
the eye tracking system with a 5point calibration. After the
calibration, we started the experiment, presented the respec
tive PDF file (see section 4.3), and collected the eye tracking
3 https://www.smivision.com
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data. During the eye tracking, the subject was free to decide
how he reads and navigates between the use case and the re
quirements. We set a time limit of 10 minutes for the reading
task. However, the subject could finish the reading task ear
lier if he believed that he had fulfilled the given task.
At the end of the experiment, the subject filled out a post
questionnaire. With the second questionnaire, we gathered
qualitative information about a subject’s reading behavior
and decision. For example, we asked whether he had read
specific requirements or not. This information should sup
port the interpretation of the objective eye tracking data.

Table 5. Baseline experiment: Key characteristics of subjects

Characteristic
Degree

Level
Undergraduate
Graduate

# Subjects
10
5

Academic year

3rd
4th
5th

7
7
1

Level of knowledge:
”I have a lot of ex
perience with use
cases.”

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

2
9
4
0

4.9 Data Analysis

5.2 Execution

The data analysis is composed of descriptive and inferential
statistics. The data which is based on fixation count, aver
age fixation duration, dwell time, and attention switching fre
quency (see Table 3) can be analyzed either with the para
metric oneway ANOVA test or the nonparametric Kruskal
Wallis test. The choice of the test depends on whether the re
spective data is normally distributed or not. Data is normally
distributed if the normality of residuals is met which can be
tested by using the KolmogorovSmirnov and ShapiroWilk
tests. In the case of normal distribution, we perform a one
way ANOVA test, and otherwise, a KruskalWallis test, both
with the significance level p = 0.05.
For the frequent sequential patterns, we apply sequential
pattern mining using the SPAM algorithm (Ayres et al., 2002).
This approach identifies frequent sequential patterns in the
subjects’ reading behavior. For this, we need the data in the
form of scanpaths. A scanpath provides information on how
a subject reads and switches between the use case and the
requirements. In general, a scanpath is a sequence of visited
AOIs arranged in chronological order. A frequent sequential
pattern is a subsequence which appears in at least a specified
minimum number of all analyzed scanpaths.

We conducted each experiment session as scheduled accord
ing to the experimental procedure (see section 4.8). On av
erage, all entire experiment sessions lasted 20 minutes. The
minimum and maximum duration of all experiment sessions
were 13 and 31 minutes, respectively. After having finished
the data collection, we spent approximately 1.5 hours per ex
periment session to prepare, extract, and analyze the respec
tive data record. The entire analysis required a total of ap
proximately 22.5 hours.

5 Baseline Experiment
5.1 Sample
The study subjects were 15 volunteers, 10 undergraduate and
5 graduate students of computer science. Table 5 summarizes
the characteristics of the sample. The subjects were between
the 3rd and 5th academic year, with an average academic year
of 3.6. All of them were close to their graduation and had a
similar basic level of knowledge with respect to use cases.
We determined their level of knowledge based on the assess
ment of the statement “I have a lot of experience with use
cases.” on a Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree (1)”
to “strongly agree (4)”. Two subjects rated with “strongly
disagree”, 9 with “disagree”, and 4 with “agree”. The me
dian level of knowledge was 2 for the undergraduates, 2 for
the graduates, and 2 in total. Therefore, the subjects formed
a homogeneous group. This consistent perspective helped us
to encounter the mitigating variables since the level of knowl
edge has a strong influence on the reading behavior and thus
the eye tracking data (Sweller et al., 2011).

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Visual Effort
We used three metrics for visual effort calculation based on
different eye tracking data: number of fixations, duration
of fixations, and duration of fixations and saccades (see Ta
ble 3). Table 6 shows the calculated overall fixation count,
overall average fixation duration [ms], and overall dwell time
[min] of all AOIs of each subject in total. The results are
grouped by the three linking variants.
For all three dependent variables, we checked whether the
data is normally distributed by applying the Kolmogorov
Smirnov (KS) and ShapiroWilk (SW) test. In the case of a
normal distribution, we performed a oneway ANOVA test
otherwise a KruskalWallis test on the respective data (see
Table 6) with the significance level p = 0.05.
1) Overall Fixation Count: Both tests for normality of resid
uals showed that the overall fixation counts are not nor
mally distributed (KS: K = 0.24, p = 0.02 and SW:
W = 0.83, p = 0.01). We performed a KruskalWallis
test on the overall fixation counts (see Table 6). The test
indicated that there is no statistically significant difference
between the overall fixation counts by the linking variants
(χ2 = 0.74, p = 0.69, η 2 = 0.05), with a mean rank of 8.8
for no linking, 6.6 for additional field, and 8.6 for integrated
links. We cannot reject H10 . Based on the overall fixation
count, there is no significant difference in the reading be
havior in terms of visual effort between the three linking
variants.
2) Overall Average Fixation Duration: The Kolmogorov
Smirnov and ShapiroWilk tests indicated that the overall
average fixation durations are normally distributed (KS:
K = 0.20, p = 0.12 and SW: W = 0.94, p = 0.32). The
overall average fixation duration (see Table 6) was analyzed
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No
linking

P01
P04
P07
P10
P13

1200
1095
513
943
1129

Average
fixation
duration
137.9
131.1
109.5
147.7
141.9

Additional
field

P02
P05
P08
P11
P14

366
711
783
1013
2602

112.5
164.5
134.6
146.2
117.4

01:08
02:14
02:16
02:56
07:17

Integrated
links

P03
P06
P09
P12
P15

852
1198
893
713
1550

115.6
141.9
104.1
111.0
118.0

02:21
03:29
02:47
01:59
04:45

Dwell
time
03:21
03:07
01:38
02:46
03:16

with a oneway ANOVA test. The analysis showed that the
effect of linking variant on the overall average fixation dura
tion is not significant, F (2, 12) = 1.51, p = 0.26, η 2 = 0.20.
H10 cannot be rejected. Based on the overall average fix
ation duration, there is no significant difference in the
reading behavior in terms of visual effort between the
three linking variants.
3) Overall Dwell Time: The tests for normality of residuals
showed that the overall dwell times are not normally dis
tributed (KS: K = 0.24, p = 0.02 and SW: W = 0.83, p =
0.01). We investigated the overall dwell time (Table 6) with
a KruskalWallis test. The test yielded no statistically signif
icant difference between the overall dwell times by the link
ing variants (χ2 = 0.56, p = 0.76, η 2 = 0.04), with a mean
rank of 8.4 for no linking, 6.8 for additional field, and 8.8 for
integrated links. We cannot reject H10 . Based on the overall
dwell time, there is no significant difference in the read
ing behavior in terms of visual effort between the three
linking variants.
Finding E−1 : The three linking variants do not differ with
respect to the visual effort. Adding links to a use case does
not impact the reading behavior in terms of visual effort.

5.3.2 Intended Way of Interrelating Both Artifacts
Links between a use case and its associated requirements
highlight their interrelationships. These links are intended
to cause a specific reading behavior. A reader should follow
the links to interrelate both related elements in order to
process them. Reading behavior can be described based on
a reader’s scanpath. A scanpath is a sequence of visited
AOIs arranged in the chronological order. Thus, scanpaths
provide information on how the subjects read and switch
between the use case and the requirements. We achieved

1) Attention Switching Frequency: We used the attention
switching frequency between all AOIs of the use case and
requirements since the number of attention switches repre
sents the subjects’ efforts to interrelate both artifacts.
Figure 5 represents the attention switches between the use
case and the requirements of each subject grouped by the link
ing variants. We also determined for each attention switch
whether it interrelates the last considered use case field with
its associated requirement (see Figure 5, black markers). For
example, the first attention switch of subject P06 from the
use case (dark gray) to the requirements (bright gray) was
caused by a link (black marker). In the case of no linking,
we considered whether the subjects switched from a use case
field to the associated requirement on their own. The over
all attention switching frequency of integrated links with a
mean of 13.4 overall attention switches is larger compared
to the other two linking variants. Whereas no linking has on
average 2.0 overall attention switches, additional field has
an average of 5.2 overall attention switches.
Integrated links

Fixation
count

P15

Additional field

Subject

Subjects grouped by linking variant

Treatment

very detailed scanpaths due to the 13 respectively 14
AOIs over the entire, respective use case and the 22 AOIs
covering all requirements (see Table 4). We focused on
attention switching frequency and sequential pattern mining
to investigate the reading behavior.

P14

P12
P09
P06
P03
P11
P08
P05
P02
P13

No linking

Table 6. Baseline experiment: Results for visual effort – fixation
count, average fixation duration [ms], and dwell time [min]

P10
P07
P04
P01
0

5

10

15

20

Attention switch
Attention in the use case

Attention in the requirements

Figure 5. Baseline experiment: Attention switches

Considering the directed attention switching frequency
from the use case to the requirements, the average number
of attention switches of integrated links (M = 7.0) is larger
than the average number of attention switches of the addi
tional field variant (M = 2.8). The no linking group has the
smallest average number of attention switches (M = 1.2).
We checked the directed attention switching frequency
from the use case to the requirements for normal distribu
tion with the KolmogorovSmirnov and ShapiroWilk test
since the links were only defined in this direction. Both tests
showed that the directed attention switching frequencies are
not normally distributed (KS: K = 0.29, p = 0.001 and
SW: W = 0.76, p = 0.001). Therefore, we performed a
KruskalWallis test with a significance level of p = 0.05.
The test showed that there is a statistically significant differ
ence between the directed attention switching frequencies by
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a fixed number of raters greater than two, where agreement
due to chance is factored out. The calculated Fleiss’ kappa
value was 0.85 which shows an almost perfect raters’ agree
ment according to Landis and Koch (1977). We used three
raters to achieve for each AOI a majority decision since an
AOI can only be either UCR respectively RQR or INT. Based
on the classification, we derived simplified sequences by ag
gregating successive AOIs with the same label as one symbol
of the respective label similar to Uwano et al. (2006).

Integrated links

P15

Additional field

Subjects grouped by linking variants

Figure 6 shows the resulting sequences which we used
for the sequential pattern mining. For example, subject P12
reads the use case, then the requirements, and interrelates
both artifacts at the end. The resulting sequence is encoded
as ⟨U CR, RQR, IN T ⟩.

P14

P12
P09
P06
P03
P11
P08
P05
P02
P13

No linking

the linking variants (χ2 = 8.21, p = 0.02, η 2 = 0.55), with
a mean rank of 3.9 for no linking, 8.1 for additional field,
and 12.0 for integrated links. Hence, we can reject the null
hypothesis H20 . Based on the directed attention switching
frequency, there is a significant difference in the reading
behavior in terms of the intended way of interrelating
both artifacts. According to Cohen (2013), the effect size
(η 2 = 0.55) indicates a large practical relevance. The post
hoc pairwise comparison test using the BonferroniDunn test
showed that the mean score for the integrated links condition
(M = 7.0, SD = 4.1) was significantly different from the
no linking condition (M = 1.2, SD = 0.4). However, the
additional field condition (M = 2.8, SD = 1.6) did not
significantly differ from the integrated links and no linking
conditions. Summarized, we can say that these results show
that integrated links have a large effect on the reading behav
ior in terms of interrelating both artifacts. Our results indi
cate that only the most detailed linking variant results in
a reading behavior that includes interrelating both arti
facts more intensively.
We calculated the ratio between attention switches from a
use case field to its associated requirements and all attention
switches from the use case to the requirements. The subjects
of the no linking variant achieved a ratio of 0.0% since they
did not match any use case field and associated requirement
on their own. While the additional field variant resulted in an
average ratio of 22.0%, the integrated links variant achieved
an average ratio of 49.4%. In the case of integrated links, the
links caused on average every second attention switch.

P10
P07
P04
P01

Finding E−2 : Only the integrated links variant results in
statistically significant more efforts by readers to inter
relate the use case and the requirements. According to
our results, these detailed links impact the reading behav
ior since they caused on average every second attention
switch from the use case to the requirements.
2) Frequent Sequential Patterns: We applied sequential pat
tern mining (Ayres et al., 2002) on the scanpaths to identify
the most frequent sequential patterns in the subjects’ reading
behavior.
Sequential pattern mining requires sequences of symbols
from a fixed item set. However, if we use the 35 respectively
36 AOIs (see Table 4) as an item set in the case of only 5
subjects per group the resulting sequences of the captured
scanpaths are too divergent. As a consequence, they do not
share any sequential pattern with a sufficient support by the
sequences. Therefore, we decided to simplify the sequences
by defining a smaller item set. We defined the item set I =
{U CR, RQR, IN T } that describes the possible reading op
tions. Either the subject reads in the use case (UCR) respec
tively in the requirements (RQR) or the subject interrelates
(INT) both artifacts to process their interrelationships. Three
raters classified each visited AOI of each scanpath on their
own as one of the three options. This classification could not
be done by our subjects since they were no longer available
at the time of the data analysis. We evaluated the reliability
of the raters’ classification by using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss,
1971). Fleiss’ kappa is a measure of the agreement between

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Number of visited AOIs
Use case reading

Requirements reading

Interrelating both artifacts

Figure 6. Baseline experiment: Simplified sequences of scanpaths

We performed the sequential pattern mining on the se
quences presented in Figure 6 by using the SPAM algorithm
(Ayres et al., 2002) for each linking variant. A sequential
pattern is a subsequence which appears in at least a speci
fied minimum number of sequences. These sequences sup
port the identified sequential pattern. We selected a mini
mal support of 3 which means we decided that a frequent
sequential pattern should appear in more than 50% of the
analyzed sequences. Figure 7 shows the identified frequent
sequential reading patterns grouped by the linking variants.
All three linking variants share the most frequent sequen
tial reading pattern ⟨U CR, RQR⟩ with a support of 5 per
group and an overall frequency of 20. Interrelating both
artifacts (INT) only appears as part of sequential reading
patterns of the integrated links group in the subsequences
⟨U CR, RQR, IN T ⟩, ⟨IN T, U CR⟩, and ⟨RQR, IN T ⟩ all
with a support of 3 and a frequency of 3 respectively 4. The
most frequent sequential reading pattern that is shared by all
linking variants is reading the use case and the requirements
separately and successively. Interrelating both artifacts only
occurred in the case of visualized links. However, we have
to restrict this finding by emphasizing that interrelating the
two artifacts is only part of frequent sequential patterns of
integrated links.
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Table 7. Repetition: Key characteristics of subjects

Integrated links

Characteristic

RQR,INT
RQR,UCR

Degree

UCR,RQR,INT
UCR,RQR,UCR

Additional
field

UCR,RQR

No linking

Frequent sequential patterns grouped by
linking variants

INT,UCR

UCR,RQR,UCR
UCR,RQR
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number of occurences
Frequency

Support

Figure 7. Baseline experiment: Frequent sequential reading patterns

Finding E−3 : The main reading behavior of all three link
ing variants is the successive reading of the single arti
facts. The intended way of interrelating both artifacts only
occurred frequently in the case of integrated links.

6

Repetition

Below, we describe the replication of the experiment. In par
ticular, this replication is a repetition to control potential sam
pling errors. This procedure is the first necessary step to repli
cate experiments according to the systematic approach by
Gómez et al. (2014). In this way, we can verify that the results
of the baseline experiment (Karras et al., 2018) are not a prod
uct of chance. For this purpose, we repeated the exact same
experiment with 15 new subjects of the same population. We
were able to balance the uneven distribution of undergradu
ate and graduate students among the three groups. We spent
more efforts on subject selection and assignment to achieve
complementary groups compared to the baseline experiment.
As a side effect, we increased the sample size through rep
etition by having the same total number of 5 undergraduate
and 5 graduate students per group. This larger sample of 30
subjects can be analyzed in total since the two experiments
follow the exact same research method (see section 4). There
fore, the joint analysis of both experiments contributes to an
increased conclusion validity of the findings.

6.1

Sample

The subjects were 15 new volunteers, 5 undergraduate and 10
graduate students of computer science. Table 7 presents the
key characteristics of the sample. The subjects were between
the 3rd and 6th academic year, with an average academic year
of 4.2. All of them had a similar basic level of knowledge
with respect to use case like the sample of the baseline exper
iment. Regarding the statement “I have a lot of experience
with use cases.”, Two subjects rated with “strongly disagree”,
11 with “disagree”, and 2 with “agree”. The median level of
knowledge was 2 for the undergraduates, for the graduates,
and in total. Thus, the subjects formed a homogeneous group.

# Subjects
5
10

Academic year

3rd
4th
5th
6th

4
6
3
2

Level of knowledge:
”I have a lot of ex
perience with use
cases.”

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

2
11
2
0

UCR,RQR

RQR,UCR

Level
Undergraduate
Graduate

6.2

Execution

We conducted the repetition according to the experimental
procedure (see section 4.8). While the minimum and maxi
mum durations of all experimental sessions were 10 respec
tively 26 minutes, the entire experimental procedure (see sec
tion 4.8) lasted on average 19 minutes. The data analysis re
quired a total of approximately 22.5 hours since we needed
approximately 1.5 hours for the preparation, extraction, anal
ysis of a single data record of one experiment session.

6.3

Results

6.3.1

Visual Effort

Table 8 presents the overall fixation count, overall average
fixation duration [ms], and overall dwell time [min] of all
AOIs in the use case and the requirements of each subject.
We checked whether the data of all three dependent
variables is normally distributed by using the Kolmogorov
Smirnov (KS) and ShapiroWilk (SW) test. In the case of
normal distribution, we performed a oneway ANOVA test,
otherwise a KruskalWallis test on the respective data with a
significance level of p = 0.05.
1) Overall Fixation Count: While the KolmogorovSmirnov
test indicated that the overall fixation counts are normally
distributed (KS: K = 0.20, p = 0.09), the ShapiroWilk
test showed that the data is not normally distributed (SW:
W = 0.82, p = 0.007). We decided to perform the non
parametric KruskalWallis test due to the uncertainty regard
ing the normal distribution of the data. The test yielded that
there is no statistically significant difference between the
overall fixation counts by the three linking variants (χ2 =
0.11, p = 0.95, η 2 = 0.01), with a mean rank of 8.4 for no
linking, 7.5 for additional field, and 8.1 for integrated links.
Hence, we cannot reject the null hypothesis H10 . Based on
the overall fixation count, there is no significant difference
in the reading behavior in terms of visual effort between
the three linking variants.
2) Overall Average Fixation Duration: The two tests for nor
mality of residuals showed that the overall average fixation
durations are normally distributed (KS: K = 0.18, p = 0.22
and SW: W = 0.94, p = 0.34). We performed a oneway
ANOVA test. The analysis indicated that the effect of linking
variant on the overall fixation duration is not significant,

No
linking

P16
P19
P22
P25
P28

943
1100
1276
1241
868

P17
P20
P23
P26
P29

686
679
1299
1319
965

126.8
119.5
136.8
123.1
122.6

01:56
01:45
03:33
03:21
02:29

P18
P21
P24
P27
P30

702
965
2213
925
1128

100.3
155.2
169.9
102.3
123.5

02:12
02:55
07:08
02:36
03:07

Additional
field

Integrated
links

Dwell
time
02:54
03:12
03:21
03:28
02:17

F (2, 12) = 0.11, p = 0.89, η 2 = 0.02. We cannot reject
H10 . Based on the overall fixation duration, there is no
significant difference in the reading behavior in terms of
visual effort between the three linking variants.
3) Overall Dwell Time: The KolmogorovSmirnov and
ShapiroWilk test indicated that the overall dwell times are
not normally distributed (KS: K = 0.29, p = 0.002 and
SW: W = 0.72, p < 0.001). We performed a Kruskal
Wallis test. The test showed no statistically significant differ
ence between the overall dwell times by the linking variants
(χ2 = 0.86, p = 0.65, η 2 = 0.06), with a mean rank of 9.2
for no linking, 6.6 for additional field, and 8.2 for integrated
links. H10 cannot be rejected. Based on the overall dwell
time, there is no significant difference in the reading be
havior in terms of visual effort between the three linking
variants.
Finding R−1 : As in the baseline experiment, adding links
to a use case does not have an impact on the reading be
havior in terms of visual effort.
6.3.2 Intended Way of Interrelating Both Artifacts
1) Attention Switching Frequency: Figure 8 presents the at
tention switches between the use case and the requirements
of each subject. We determined for each attention switch
whether it interrelates the last considered use case field with
its associated requirement (see Figure 8, black markers). In
the case of the variant no linking, we analyzed whether the
subjects switched from a use case field to its associated re
quirement on their own. The subjects of the integrated links
variant switched overall on average 12.2 times. This mean is
larger compared to the means of the other two linking vari
ants. While the subjects of the no linking variant switched on
average 2.1 times, the subjects of the additional field variant
switched on average 5.1 times.

Additional field

Subject

Average
fixation
duration
157.7
138.2
122.0
112.7
128.7

Subjects grouped by linking variant

Treatment

Fixation
count

P30
P27
P24
P21
P18
P29
P26
P23
P20
P17
P28

No linking

Table 8. Repetition: Results for visual effort – fixation count, aver
age fixation duration [ms], and dwell time [min]

Integrated links
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Attention switch
Attention in the use case

Attention in the requirements

Figure 8. Repetition: Attention switches

When we consider the directed attention switching fre
quency from the use case to the requirements, the average
number of attention switches of the integrated links (M =
6.4) is larger than the average number of attention switches
of the additional field variant (M = 2.8). The group of the
no linking variant has the smallest average number of atten
tion switches (M = 1.2).
We applied the KolmogorovSmirnov and ShapiroWilk
test on the directed attention switching frequencies to check
them for normality of residuals. Both tests showed that the
data is not normally distributed (KS: K = 0.28, p = 0.002
and SW: W = 0.74, p = 0.001). We performed a Kruskal
Wallis test with a significance level p = 0.05. According to
the results, there is no significant difference between the di
rected attention switching frequencies by the linking variants
(χ2 = 2.09, p = 0.35, η 2 = 0.34), with a mean rank of 5.7
for no linking, 8.7 for additional field, and 9.6 for integrated
links. H20 cannot be rejected. Based on the directed atten
tion switching frequency, there is no significant difference
in the reading behavior in terms of the intended way of
interrelating both artifacts.
We calculated the ratio between attention switches from a
use case field to its associated requirements and from the use
case to the requirements. In the case of no linking, the sub
jects achieved a ratio of 0.0% since they did not match any
use case field and associated requirement on their own. The
additional field variant achieved an average ratio of 25.3%
and the integrated links variant resulted in an average ratio
of 49.6%. Thus, the integrated links caused on average every
second switch.
Finding R−2 : In contrast to the baseline experiment, the
three linking variants do not differ in the readers’ efforts
to interrelate both artifacts. Nevertheless, the integrated
links variant also caused on average every second atten
tion switch from the use case to the requirements.
2) Frequent Sequential Patterns: As with the baseline exper
iment, we needed to simplify the detailed scanpaths which
were based on the 35 respectively 36 AOIs (see Table 4) in
order to apply sequential pattern mining. We asked the same
three raters to classify each visited AOI of each scanpath

Integrated
links

UCR,RQR,INT

Additional
field

UCR,RQR,UCR

RQR,INT
UCR,RQR

RQR,UCR
UCR,RQR
RQR,UCR,RQR

No linking

on their own as one of the three options: Reading in the use
case (UCR), reading in the requirements (RQR), or interre
lating both artifacts (INT) (see section 5.3.2, 2) Frequent Se
quential Patterns). We evaluated the reliability of the raters’
classification by using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971). The cal
culated Fleiss’ kappa value was 0.89 which represents an al
most perfect agreement of the raters according to Landis and
Koch (1977). We achieved for each AOI a majority decision
due to the three raters since an AOI can only be either UCR
respectively RQR or INT. The simplified sequences resulted
from aggregating successive AOIs with the same label as one
symbol the respective label. In Figure 9, we present the result
ing simplified sequences which we used for the sequential
pattern mining.

Frequent sequential patterns grouped by
linking variants
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Additional field
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Number of occurences
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Support

Figure 10. Repetition: Frequent sequential reading patterns
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Interrelating both artifacts

Figure 9. Repetition – Simplified sequences of scanpaths

We applied the SPAM algorithm (Ayres et al., 2002) on the
simplified sequences for each linking variant. We selected 3
as a minimal support of a pattern by the sequences which
means we decided that a frequent sequential pattern should
appear in more than 50% of the analyzed sequences. Fig
ure 10 summarizes all identified frequent sequential read
ing patterns grouped by the linking variants. The most fre
quent sequential reading pattern ⟨U CR, RQR⟩ is shared by
all linking variants with a support of 5 per group and an over
all frequency of 21. The reading behavior of interrelating
both artifacts (INT) only occurs as parts of the integrated
links variant in the subsequences ⟨U CR, RQR, IN T ⟩ and
⟨RQR, IN T ⟩ both with a support of 3 and a frequency of 3.
As the most frequent sequential pattern, all three linking vari
ants shared reading the use case and the requirements sepa
rately and successively. The reading behavior of interrelating
both artifacts occurred only in the case of visualized links.
This finding is restricted since only the frequent sequential
patterns of integrated links contain this reading behavior.
Finding R−3 : As in the baseline experiment, all three link
ing variants share as the most frequent reading behavior
the successive reading of the single artifacts. Only the in
tegrated links variant contained in its frequent patterns
the intended way of interrelating both artifacts.

Comparison of both Experiments

In this section, we compare the findings of the baseline ex
periment and its repetition. Rather than extracting only con
clusions from the single experiments, we also conduct a joint
analysis of both since they can be considered on the whole as
one single experiment. Thus, we are able to: (a) Cancel out
potential effects of the uneven distribution of undergraduate
and graduate students by having overall 5 undergraduate and
5 graduate students per group; (b) Increase the conclusion va
lidity of our findings. Table 9 summarizes the findings of the
baseline experiment, the repetition, and the joint analysis.

7.1

Consistent Findings

Almost all findings of the baseline experiment and the corre
sponding findings of the repetition are consistent. The statis
tical analysis of the visual effort in terms of fixation count,
average fixation duration, and dwell time shows completely
consistent results. All statistical tests indicated no significant
difference in the reading behavior in terms of visual effort be
tween the three linking variants. Thus, the respective linking
variant has no impact on the visual effort.
The sequential pattern mining also leads to the same
findings for the baseline experiment as for the repetition.
While reading the use case first and then the requirements
⟨U CR, RQR⟩ is the most frequent sequential pattern of all
three linking variants, only the frequent sequential patterns of
the integrated links variant contained the reading behavior of
interrelating both artifacts (INT). Therefore, the typical read
ing behavior of all variants is the successive reading of the
single artifacts. Only the integrated links variant leads to the
intended way of interrelating both artifacts.

7.2

Inconsistent Findings

The only inconsistent findings between the baseline experi
ment and the repetition occurred in the statistical analysis of
the attention switching frequency. The number of attention
switches represents the subjects’ efforts to interrelate both
artifacts. While we identified a statistically significant differ
ence in the number of directed attention switches between
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Table 9. Comparison of the baseline experiment, the repetition, and the joint analysis (Remark: No Linking := NL, Integrated links := IL)

Statistical
analysis

Sequential
pattern
mining

Metric
Baseline experiment
Repetition
Joint analysis
Significant difference between the three linking variants with respect to
Fixation count
No
No
No
Average fixation duration
No
No
No
Dwell time
No
No
No
Attention switching frequency Yes, between NL & IL
No
Yes, between NL & IL
All three linking variants share the following most frequent sequential pattern
Frequent sequential patterns
⟨U CR, RQR⟩
⟨U CR, RQR⟩
⟨U CR, RQR⟩
Interrelating both artifacts (INT) occurred in the frequent sequential patterns of
Frequent sequential patterns
Only IL
Only IL
Only IL

the no linking and integrated links variant in the baseline ex
periment, we did not find any difference in the repetition.
The only difference between the two experiments is the
composition of the groups. In the baseline experiment, we
had difficulties to evenly balance the three groups since we
had 10 undergraduate and 5 graduate students. As a conse
quence, we decided to form exact complementary groups
compared to the baseline experiment by selecting 5 under
graduate and 10 graduate students as subjects in the repeti
tion. Although all subjects had a similar level of knowledge
about use cases (see Table 5 and Table 7), the progress in
the study might have an effect on the reading behavior. We
canceled out this potential effect in the joint analysis due to
the complementary groups in the repetition since all three
groups contained the same number of 5 undergraduate and 5
graduate students.

7.3 Joint Analysis
We analyzed the collected data of the two individual experi
ments together since we completely replicated the exact same
research method with 15 new subjects. Therefore, the individ
ual experiments can be considered as one experiment with a
larger sample size. For a better comparison, we report the re
sults of the joint analysis of all 30 subjects in the same struc
ture as the results of the single experiments but more briefly.

durations (see Table 6 and Table 8) are normally distributed
(KS: K = 0.12, p = 0.32 and SW: W = 0.96, p = 0.40).
The applied oneway ANOVA test showed that the effect of
linking variant on the overall average fixation duration is
not significant F (2, 27) = 0.56, p = 0.58, η 2 = 0.04. H10
cannot be rejected. Based on the overall average fixation
duration, there is no significant difference between the
reading behavior in terms of visual effort between the
three linking variants.
3) Overall Dwell Time: The tests for normality of residuals
showed that the overall dwell times (see Table 6 and Table
8) are not normally distributed (KS: K = 0.26, p < 0.001
and SW: W = 0.78, p < 0.001). We performed a Kruskal
Wallis test that yielded no statistically significant difference
between the overall dwell times by the different linkings vari
ants (χ2 = 1.23, p = 0.54, η 2 = 0.04) with a mean rank of
17 for no linking, 13 for additional field, and 16.5 for inte
grated links. H10 cannot be rejected. Based on the overall
dwell time, there is no significant difference in the read
ing behavior in terms of visual effort between the three
linking variants.
Finding JA−1 : The joint analysis confirms the results of
both experiments. All linking variants do not differ re
garding visual effort and thus do not have an impact on
reading behavior in terms of visual effort.

7.3.1 Visual Effort
1) Overall Fixation Count: We checked the data (see Table 6
and Table 8) for normal distribution with the Kolmogorov
Smirnov (KS) and Shapiro Wilk (SW) test. Both tests showed
that the overall fixation counts are not normally distributed
(KS: K = 0.18, p = 0.01 and SW: W = 0.84, p < 0.001).
Thus, we performed a KruskalWallis test which indicated
that there is no statistically significant difference between
the overall fixation counts by the different linking variants
(χ2 = 0.66, p = 0.72, η 2 = 0.02) with a mean rank of
16.9 for no linking, 13.8 for additional field, and 8.6 for
integrated links. We cannot reject H10 . Based on the overall
fixation count, there is no significant difference between
in the reading behavior in terms of visual effort between
the three linking variants.
2) Overall Average Fixation Duration: According to both
tests for normality of residuals, the overall average fixation

7.3.2 Intended Way of Interrelating Both Artifacts
1) Attention Switching Frequency: According to the
KolmogorovSmirnov and Shapiro Wilk tests, the directed
attention switching frequencies (see Figure 5 and Figure
8) are not normally distributed (KS: K = 0.28, p < 0.001
and SW: W = 0.76, p < 0.001). We applied a Kruskal
Wallis test. The test showed that there is a statistically
significant difference between the directed attention
switching frequencies by the different linking variants
(χ2 = 10.11, p = 0.006, η 2 = 0.34), with a mean rank of
9.1 for no linking, 16.2 for additional field, and 21.2 for
integrated links. H20 can be rejected. Based on the directed
attention switching frequency, there is a significant differ
ence in the reading behavior in terms of the intended way
of interrelating both artifacts. The effect size (η 2 = 0.34)
indicates a large practical relevance (Cohen, 2013). A
posthoc pairwise comparison test using BonferroniDunn
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test yielded that the mean score for the integrated links
condition (M = 6.4, SD = 4.4) was significantly different
from the no linking condition (M = 1.4, SD = 0.5). The
additional field condition (M = 2.8, SD = 1.5) did not
differ from any of the two other conditions. The integrated
links variant has a large effect on the reading behavior
resulting in interrelating both artifacts more intensively.
The ratio between attention switches from a use case to
its associated requirements and all attention switches from
the use case to the requirements was 0.0% for the no linking
variant, 23.7% for the additional field variant, and 49.5% for
the integrated links variant. While the subjects of the no link
ing variant did not match any use case field and associated
requirements on their own, the subjects of integrated links
switched on average every second time due to the links.
Finding JA−2 : The joint analysis clarifies the inconsis
tent findings between both experiments by confirming the
findings of the baseline experiment. The integrated links
variant impacts the reading behavior by leading to statisti
cally significant more efforts to interrelate both artifacts.

Additional Integrated
field
links
No linking

Frequent sequential patterns grouped
by linking variants

2) Frequent Sequential Patterns: We performed the SPAM
algorithm (Ayres et al., 2002) on the simplified sequences
(see Figure 6 and Figure 9) for each linking variant with the
same settings as in the two single experiments. Since we de
cided for the single experiments that a frequent sequential
pattern should appear in more than 50% of the analyzed se
quences, the minimal support for the SPAM algorithm of the
joint analysis is 6. In Figure 11, we present the identified fre
quent sequential patterns. ⟨U CR, RQR⟩ is again the most
frequent sequential pattern shared by all three linking vari
ants with a support of 10 per group and an overall frequency
of 41. Interrelating both artifacts (INT) is only part of fre
quent sequential patterns of the integrated links variant in the
subsequences ⟨U CR, RQR, IN T ⟩ and ⟨RQR, IN T ⟩ both
with a support of 6 and a frequency of 6 respectively 7. Read
ing the single artifacts one after the other is the most typical
behavior. The necessary behavior of interrelating both arti
facts to process them only occurs in the case of integrated
links.
UCR,RQR,INT
RQR,INT
UCR,RQR
UCR,RQR
RQR,UCR
UCR,RQR,UCR
UCR,RQR
0

5

10

Number of occurences
Frequency

Support

Figure 11. Joint Analysis – Frequent sequential reading patterns
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Finding JA−3 : The joint analysis confirms the results of
both experiments. While all three linking variants share
the successive reading of the single artifacts as the most
frequent reading behavior, the intended way of interrelat
ing both artifacts only occurred frequently in the case of
integrated links.

7.4

Interpretation

The findings of the baseline experiment, the repetition, and
the joint analysis are almost completely consistent. The only
inconsistent finding regarding attention switching frequency
was clarified by the joint analysis which confirmed the base
line experiment (see Table 9).
Our findings provide interesting insights with respect to
the impact of the three linking variants on reading behav
ior. All linking variants cause a comparable visual effort and
share the most frequent sequential pattern of reading the use
case and the requirements one after the other. However, only
the integrated links result in the intended way of interrelating
both artifacts according to the directed attention switching
frequency and frequent sequential patterns.
The reading behavior in terms of visual effort does not dif
fer between the three linking variants. All three analyzed met
rics for visual effort, which are based on different measures,
show no significant difference. Thus, adding links consist
ing of unique and persistent identifiers that correspond to la
bels of requirements does not increase a reader’s visual effort.
This finding is plausible since all three linking variants result
in visual representations of a use case that differ only slightly.
These minimal visual differences caused by the links do not
impede the perception and thus the reading of the artifacts.
Although there is no difference in the visual effort, we
identified a significant difference in the intention to interre
late both artifacts. The overall attention switching frequency
increases in the case of visualized links compared to no link
ing. This finding, however, is restricted since we only identi
fied a statistically significant difference of the directed atten
tion switching frequency between the integrated links and no
linking condition. Based on the joint analysis, the integrated
links variant (M = 6.4) leads to 78.1% more directed at
tention switches from the use case to the requirements than
the no linking variant (M = 1.4). Therefore, the integrated
links variant is the only linking variant that results in
more efforts to interrelate both artifacts by a reader. The
sequential pattern analyses support this finding since we only
identified interrelating both artifacts as a part of the frequent
sequential patterns of the integrated links variant in the base
line experiment, repetition, and joint analysis. Hence, the in
tended way of interrelating both artifacts is only verifiable
in the case of the most detailed linking. As an answer to our
research question, we can summarize:
Answer to research question:
The three linking variants have no impact on reading be
havior in terms of visual effort. They also share the most
frequent sequential pattern of reading the single artifacts
successively. Only the integrated links variant results in a
reading behavior that includes interrelating both artifacts.
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8 Threats to Validity
We considered threats to construct, external, internal, and
conclusion validity according to Wohlin et al. (2012).

8.1 Construct Validity
Threats to construct validity address influences on the gener
alizability of an experiment’s results to the concept or theory
behind an experiment (Wohlin et al., 2012).
We used the same use case and requirements for all three
linking variants. Thus, we had a monooperation bias since
we only used one dataset for the material of our experiment.
As a consequence, the used material did not convey a compre
hensive overview of the complexity in practice. Nevertheless,
the material was from a real software project. Therefore, we
expected that the selected material represented a sufficient
realistic complexity for the subjects. We accepted this threat
of a monooperation bias to achieve a better comparability
of our measurements. The analysis of reading behavior re
quired an exact measuring. However, people are afraid of
being evaluated and thus they are inclined to convey the im
pression of being better than they really are. This human ten
dency endangered the outcome of our experiment. We coun
teracted this threat to validity by using eye tracking for objec
tive measurements of the subjects’ behavior beyond doubt.
Particularly, we used a contactfree eye tracker which can
compensate for head movements to mitigate the presence of
the eye tracker. As a result, we created a more natural behav
ior by our subjects since they sat as usual in front of a moni
tor while working with digital documents. However, the eye
tracking system used affected the results since the use case
and the requirements had to be divided into separate pages in
a PDF file. We assume that we found ⟨U CR, RQR⟩ (read
ing the use case first and then the requirements) as the most
frequent sequential pattern since the use case was presented
on the first page and the requirements on the second page of
the respective PDF file. As a consequence, we expect that
we would have found ⟨RQR, U CR⟩ as the most frequent se
quential pattern if we had swapped the order of the use case
and the requirements. Nevertheless, this assumption does not
change the overall finding that the most frequent sequential
pattern is reading single artifacts successively. The single use
of eye tracking caused a monomethod bias. All measure
ments were based on the eye tracking data and thus only al
lowed a restricted explanation of our findings. We mitigated
this threat by using multiple measures for visual effort and in
terrelating both artifacts in order to crosscheck them. We fo
cused on these objective measures instead of subjective ones
since objectives measures are easier to reproduce and thus
more reliable. We also used a postquestionnaire for subjec
tive measures. However, these answers were not as convinc
ing as the eye tracking data since the answers partially con
tradicted themselves and the eye tracking data. The subjects
did not remember the rationales behind their behavior and
decisions due to the time between reading the artifacts and
answering the postquestionnaire. We were unable to use the
recorded eye tracking data immediately after the eye track
ing session to help the subject to remember his behavior and
decision since we would have needed approximately 45 min

utes to prepare the material for consideration. Such a long
waiting time could have impacted the subjects’ motivation
negatively, and since the time of the subjects is valuable,
we decided not to waste it. We were also unable to resolve
the contradictions retrospectively since the subjects were no
longer available at the time of the analysis. The given task
of reading an excerpt of a specification in combination with
an eye tracker caused an interaction of testing and treatment.
The use of an eye tracker and reading materials implied to
analyze the reading behavior. The subject could have been
aware of how to read the artifacts. This threat to validity was
difficult to mitigate. However, we did not mention the exis
tence and comparison of different linking variants. Thus, the
subjects’ attention was not focused on the links and each sub
ject decided to use the links on his own.

8.2 External Validity
Threats to external validity address issues that limit the abil
ity to generalize the results of an experiment to industrial
practice (Wohlin et al., 2012).
The selected subjects, as well as the data from a real soft
ware project, produced a good level of realism. The under
graduate and graduate students were close to their gradua
tion. Thus, they represented future developers which are one
major role that intensively works with use cases and require
ments. Our subjects formed a homogeneous group due to a
similar level of knowledge, experience, and age. However,
the subjects’ homogeneity restricted the generalizability of
our results. The subjects’ level of knowledge about use cases
might not be representative of developers from industry. We
decided to accept this threat to validity in order to reduce po
tential effects on the eye tracking data due to differences in
knowledge, experience, and age. These factors have a strong
impact on the cognitive load, visual effort, and reading behav
ior. By canceling out these factors, the observed effects in the
experiment could be clearly attributed to the linking variants.
The artificial environment and the experimental setting also
endangered the external validity. Processing the artifacts had
no true pragmatic value for the subjects since none of them
had a genuine working task. Future replications of this eye
tracking study and similar evaluations should be done on real
industry projects with developers and other roles that work
with these artifacts.

8.3 Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity address influences that have a
causal effect on the independent variable without the re
searcher’s knowledge. These threats affect the conclusions
about possible causal relationships between the treatments
and the outcome of an experiment (Wohlin et al., 2012).
We had three different groups due to the selected between
subjects design. These groups caused interactions with se
lection since different groups have a different behavior. We
consciously decided to apply this design in order to use the
same material for all groups. Thus, we counteracted pos
sible learning effects. Furthermore, we had difficulties to
evenly distribute the undergraduate and graduate students in
the baseline experiment. We formed complementary groups
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compared to the baseline experiment in the repetition. As a
consequence, we achieved balanced groups consisting of 5
undergraduate and 5 graduate students for the joint analysis
to cancel out potential effects. The selected betweensubjects
design also reduced the effort for our subjects since eye track
ing is timeconsuming and exhausting. A single session with
one subject required as much as 20 minutes for one particu
lar linking variant. A session with all three linking variants
was not reasonable due to the following three reasons. First,
we would need different but comparable use cases and re
quirements to avoid learning effects. Second, the subjects
would need to keep a steady sitting position for over one
hour for comparable eye tracking results. Third, the resulting
eye tracking data of one subject would require approximately
4.5 hours for preparation, extraction, and analysis resulting
in 135 hours for the whole data analysis of 30 subjects.

8.4

Conclusion Validity

These threats to validity address issues that affect the ability
to draw conclusions about relations between the treatments
and the outcome of an experiment (Wohlin et al., 2012).
We used eye tracking to improve the reliability of our re
sults since the use of objective measures is easier to repro
duce and more reliable than subjective ones. However, eye
tracking data, visual effort, and cognitive load are influenced
by different factors such as knowledge, experience, and age
which are difficult to control. We counteracted this threat
to validity by only selecting students as subjects that were
close to their graduation and with a similar level of knowl
edge. Hence, the subjects form a homogeneous group which
counteracts the threat of erroneous conclusions. A homoge
neous group mitigated the risk that the variation due to the
subjects’ random heterogeneity is larger than due to the in
vestigated linking variants. Despite the benefit of objective
measures, we had to determine the scanpaths (sequence of
visited AOIs arranged in chronological order) manually over
both artifacts due to a technical constraint of the used eye
tracking system (see section 4.3). This manual determination
represented a threat to the reliability of our results. We coun
teracted this threat to validity by including in the manually
created scanpaths only the AOI visits that were captured by
the eye tracking system. The small sample size of 15 sub
jects in the baseline experiment represented a further risk that
we drew an erroneous conclusion. We minimized this risk by
replicating the experiment with 15 new subjects and also an
alyzing the data of both experiments jointly as if we were
dealing with one single experiment. By this means, we could
verify our findings and increase their validity. Nevertheless,
the total number of 30 subjects (ten per group) is still a lim
itation of this study. For this reason, further replications of
the experiment are necessary to increase the overall validity
of the findings.

9

Discussion

In the following, we first discuss the findings of the baseline
experiment, its repetition, and their joint analysis before pre
senting planned future work.

9.1

Findings of the Experiments

We selected a brainbased IT artifact evaluation for our ex
perimental design to investigate reading behavior by focus
ing on the brain activity as the mediator (see Figure 4). This
brain activity and thus the reading behavior can be described
in terms of visual effort and cognitive load.
Our findings show that all three linking variants cause
comparable visual effort and share the most frequent sequen
tial pattern of reading the single artifacts separately and suc
cessively. Only integrated links have an impact on the read
ing behavior in terms of interrelating both artifacts as an in
herent part of its frequent sequential reading patterns.
Our explanation of these findings is based on the Cognitive
Load Theory by Sweller et al. (2011) which we briefly sum
marize in the following. The cognitive load determines the
required working memory resources of a human brain to pro
cess information of given materials. If the cognitive load ex
ceeds the available working memory resources, a human will
fail, at least in parts, to process the materials. The total cogni
tive load imposed by the used materials consists additively of
the intrinsic and the extraneous cognitive load. While the in
trinsic cognitive load depends on the nature of the materials
in terms of their content difficulty and complexity, extrane
ous cognitive load depends on the representation and design
of the materials. Both single loads and thus the total cogni
tive load are mainly influenced by the element interactivity
of materials. Sweller et al. (2011, p. 58) explain that those “in
teracting elements are defined as elements that must be pro
cessed simultaneously in working memory because they are
logically related”. The higher the element interactivity the
higher is the total cognitive load since more working mem
ory resources are necessary to keep in mind the related in
formation. According to Sweller et al. (2011), a reader needs
to process all related information simultaneously in order to
understand the overall content. A successive processing of
the particular artifacts only enables the understanding of the
single materials but not of their interrelationships. Therefore,
interrelating all provided materials is an essential part of the
reading behavior in order to process and understand them.
In consideration of the Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller
et al., 2011), our used materials (fully dressed use case and
natural language requirements) have a high element interac
tivity since they are strongly associated and represented in a
split presentation. This high element interactivity results in a
high total cognitive load. This load is increased even further
since all subjects were unfamiliar with the materials. Espe
cially, novel information with high element interactivity is
likely to impose a high cognitive load.
Corresponding to our experimental design (see sec
tion 4.1), we used the same use case and requirements for
all subjects to cancel out the effect of different contents. As
a consequence, the intrinsic cognitive load is the same for
all our subjects since we used the same contents for all three
linking variants. Nevertheless, this load is high due to com
plex interrelationships between the use case and the require
ments. Our observations support this assumption because no
subject of the group no linking interrelated any use case field
and corresponding associated requirement on his own.
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The extraneous cognitive load needs to be different be
tween the three groups due to the distinct linking represen
tations. One would assume that the visualized links increase
the extraneous cognitive load since they need to be processed
and understood. However, our results show no significant
difference in the reading behavior in terms of visual effort.
Hence, the visualized links do not impact the extraneous cog
nitive load negatively. Instead, the physical integration of
links changes the representation of information by support
ing the element interactivity and facilitating splitattention.
The integration of links externalizes knowledge about inter
acting elements that must be processed simultaneously in the
working memory. The visualized element interactivity frees
working memory resources of a reader since fewer elements
need to be kept in the working memory. Thus, the links re
duce the intrinsic cognitive load by simplifying the identifi
cation of interrelationships between the use case fields and
associated requirements. A reader can use the freed work
ing memory resources to interrelate both artifacts by process
ing the related elements simultaneously in order to achieve
a good understanding of the overall content. The findings
of our experiments support this explanation. Additional field
and no linking lack the explicit externalized knowledge about
related use case fields and requirements. In contrast to the
integrated links, the additional field variant is not different
from the no linking variant. Thus, the knowledge about re
quirements that are associated with the whole use case is not
sufficient for a reader to identify which particular use case
fields refer to specific requirements. As a consequence, in
terrelating the two artifacts is not a trivial task and requires a
lot of working memory resources which results in a high total
cognitive load. Based on our findings, only integrated links
achieve additionally available working memory resources
due to the externalized knowledge visualized by the physi
cally integrated links. These idle resources were used by a
reader to interrelate both artifacts. Our findings support this
interpretation since interrelating both artifacts is only part of
the frequent sequential patterns of the integrated links vari
ants. The joint analysis showed that the efforts to interrelate
both artifacts in terms of directed attention switching fre
quency is only significantly different between the no linking
and integrated links condition with an average increase of
78.1% attention switches in the case of the most detailed link
ing variant. While we initially inferred these explanations
and interpretations only from the findings of the baseline ex
periment, almost all the findings of the repetition are consis
tent with the findings of the baseline experiment and thus sup
port these explanations and interpretations as well. Although
there was one inconsistency between both experiments, their
joint analysis resolved this issue. In this way, the repetition
strengthens the validity of our findings. Thus, the repetition
helped us to improve the reliability and validity of the expla
nations and interpretations presented.
The benefit of our results for practice is the insight that
the reading behavior can be influenced by the particular link
ing variant in order to achieve the intended way of interre
lating artifacts. As a consequence, it is not trivial to select
a use case template. If linking and interrelating artifacts is
necessary, integrated links are the best option. Although the
effort to create such detailed links is higher compared to the

other two linking variants, there is a large resulting benefit.
An additional field does not provide the same effect as in
tegrated links. Instead, listing all links in an additional field
leads to the same reading behavior as no linking. We assume
that the effort to create and maintain integrated links should
be comparable to the effort of an additional field since the
widespread digital maintenance of links is independent of
the position of a link. Therefore, the integrated links vari
ant is the preferred linking variant since these links are good
means to support element interactivity by reducing the intrin
sic cognitive load.
All in all, we conclude that the particular linking variant
impacts the reading behavior. Even though all three major
linking variants cause comparable visual effort and share the
most frequent sequential reading pattern, only the integrated
links caused the intended way of interrelating the two arti
facts according to our results.

9.2 Future Work
First of all, our findings emphasize the importance of trace
ability as one key characteristic of good requirements spec
ifications not only as a benefit for later change impact anal
ysis or document maintenance but also for simply reading
the document. In consideration of our findings, developers
can benefit from the most detailed linking variant by guiding
their reading behavior. There is the need for future research
to improve support of creating and maintaining integrated
links. On the one hand, we need to investigate whether use
case templates that use the linking variant no linking or ad
ditional field can be adapted to get the benefits of integrated
links. On the other hand, suitable methods are necessary to
encounter the problem of integrated links based on identifica
tion numbers that are one specific source of risky, dispersed
changes of a use case (Basirati et al., 2015). In this way, we
can reduce maintenance costs and support readers by interre
lating artifacts of a requirements specification more easily.
Our next steps specifically include the following two top
ics: (a) analysis of understanding and (b) application of inte
grated links across multimedia artifacts.
The topic (a) focuses on the analysis of the readers’ un
derstanding. The experiments conducted only investigated
the readers’ observable reading behavior without examining
their concrete understanding of the content. For this purpose,
we follow the work of Sanches et al. (2017, 2018) who in
vestigated the readers’ understanding of documents by using
subjective comprehension questions and objective eye gaze
data. Based on the work of Sanches et al. (2017, 2018), we
want to adapt the experimental design of our eye tracking
study to create further replications of our experiment accord
ing to the systematic approach for replication of experiments
in software engineering by Gómez et al. (2014). In this way,
on the one hand, we increase the sample size to strengthen
the conclusion validity of our findings. On the other hand,
we collect the necessary information to reuse the analysis ap
proach by Sanches et al. (2017, 2018) that combines subjec
tive ratings in form of Likert scales with objective data, used
for an Support Vector Regression (SVR) model.
The topic (b) focuses on our longterm goal of enriching re
quirements specifications with multimedia artifacts such as
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videos (Karras et al., 2016a,b, 2017a,c). Especially, in the
context of requirements elicitation and validation, the combi
nation of textual artifacts, such as scenarios or use cases, with
various multimedia artifacts is an ongoing research topic
(Maiden et al., 2004; Rabiser et al., 2006; Seyff et al., 2009,
2010, 2019). In this context, Simmet (2017) developed a pro
totype for the coevolution of multimedia requirements focus
ing on creating and maintaining links between textual scenar
ios and various multimedia artifacts such as videos, audio
files, and images. Based on the work of Simmet (2017), we
found the need to investigate how links should be created to
guide a reader to process interrelated artifacts simultaneously
despite their high element interactivity. The experiments con
ducted lay the foundation for this understanding to guide a
reader accordingly.

10

Conclusion

The particular linking variant of a use case with its associated
requirements has an impact on the reading behavior.
The linking of use cases and requirements is mainly real
ized by using identification numbers that correspond to the
labels of requirements. Besides no linking, these labels are
either enumerated in an additional field or represented as in
tegrated links in typical use case fields. Regardless of the
applied linking variant, a reader should interrelate a use case
and requirements on his own to process and understand both
artifacts for themselves and their interrelationships. Created
links are intended to support such a reading behavior that
includes interrelating both artifacts. However, creating and
maintaining links is troublesome since they cause effort and
can easily lead to risky, dispersed changes.
In 2017, we performed an eye tracking study to inves
tigate the three previously mentioned linking variants and
their impact on the reading behavior in terms of visual ef
fort and intended way of interrelating both artifacts. We re
peated this experiment to verify our findings and increase
their conclusion validity.
Based on our results, we identified that all three linking
variants cause comparable visual effort. Thus, adding links
to a use case does not impede its reading. All investigated
linking variants also share the most frequent sequential read
ing pattern. Regardless of the linking variants, all subjects
read the use case and the requirements separately and suc
cessively. However, we identified a statistically significant
difference between the number of directed attention switches
by integrated links and no linking. These results show that
only integrated links cause more attention switches from a
use case to the requirements which represent increased ef
forts to interrelate both artifacts. The scanpath analysis also
showed that the reading behavior of interrelating both arti
facts was only part of frequent sequential patterns in the case
of integrated links.
It is important to emphasize that these findings should not
be overgeneralized. Both experiments had an artificial set
ting that simulated the work of developers who need to pro
cess and understand given artifacts of a requirements speci
fication. In contrast to our subjects who were undergraduate
and graduate students, more experienced subjects might read

the given materials differently. Nevertheless, the reported
repetition confirmed almost all results of the baseline experi
ment. We could clarify the only inconsistent finding between
both experiments with the joint analysis.
Our work indicates that all linking variants do not impede
the reading of the two artifacts for themselves. However,
the specific reading behavior of interrelating both artifacts
is only supported by the detailed integration of links. Based
on our findings, we recommend preferring the most detailed
linking variant integrated links.
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